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Abstract—This paper addresses a thermal gas-flow simulation
in gas circuit-breaker (GCB) chambers, introducing SF6 gas con-
stants up to a pressure of 10 MPa and to a temperature of 30 000
K. In the simulation, moving parts, such as nozzle, movable arcing
contact, and operating rod, are moved with the opening motion
of GCB to see if different results are produced from the conven-
tional simulation method, in which fixed parts in the real GCB
are moved. As a result, as far as the pressure profile in the puffer
chamber is concerned, it is confirmed that this simulation method
can produce better results than the conventional method for the
hybrid-puffer-type chamber.

Index Terms—Gas circuit breakers (GCBs), fluid flow, simula-
tion, dielectric breakdown.

I. INTRODUCTION

GAS circuit breakers (GCBs) filled with SF gas have been
adopted for power transmission systems, especially for

high-voltage and high interruption current conditions, due to
their novel dielectric and arc extinguishing abilities. Puffer types
of SF GCBs have been developed up to 550 kV–63 kA per
break. The development of such GCBs has adopted gas-flow
simulations [1], [2]. The simulations have been carried out to
evaluate temperature, density, and pressure in the arcing area
between contacts, as well as the area between enclosed tank and
chambers [1], [2]. Such simulations have helped researchers and
designers predict the performance of chambers prior to inter-
rupting tests, which saves time and cost of development.

In many gas-flow simulations, the gas property characteris-
tics of SF gas have been taken into account. In particular, gas
properties, such as gas constant and thermal conductivity, do not
indicate linear characteristics against temperature and pressure
under high-temperature conditions. Such characteristics were
calculated by some researchers [3]–[5] providing gas transport
characteristics up to 30 000 K and 1.62 MPa (16 atm in the lit-
erature). The data have been practical and have been referred
to by many researchers when developing gas-flow simulations
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[6]–[8]. However, the gas pressure in some GCBs is sometimes
higher than 1.62 MPa, especially in the arc region and its sur-
rounding area. This area is the most important region for gas
simulations of GCBs, and data up to 1.62 MPa are sometimes
not enough to cover real gas pressure. The authors describe the
results of calculations of gas transport characteristics under high
temperatures and high pressures up to 10 MPa before gas-flow
simulation results.

This paper also discusses which parts should be moved in
gas-flow simulations. In many simulations of puffer-type GCBs,
stationary arcing contacts are moved [1], [2], [6]–[8], and al-
ternative methods have been applied [9]. These methods can
simplify the simulations and make them practical. However,
there may be some errors with stationary parts moving under
some simulation conditions. The authors evaluated differences
between two simulation methods: the movable parts moving
method and the stationary parts moving method.

II. THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES

OF SF GAS

Historically, the thermodynamic and transport properties of
SF gas at a gas pressure below 1.62 MPa were referred to
in the literature [4], while the actual pressure in a GCB could
reach 5 MPa in our GCBs. Recent circuit breakers (CBs) of the
self-blast type feature hot gas, and simulations require more pre-
cise and detailed considerations of the thermal properties of the
gas. Therefore, the thermodynamic and transport properties of
SF gas for regions of up to 10 MPa and 30 000 K were obtained
and adopted for the simulation in this paper. The outline of cal-
culation methods is as follows. Details can be referred to in the
literature [10], [11].

Twenty-three kinds of particles were considered in the calcu-
lation, as follows.

molecules: SF , SF , SF , SF , SF , SF, SSF , FSSF,
F , S ;

atoms: F, S;
ions: F , F , S , F , S , S , S , F , SF , SF ;
electrons: e .

Basic equations relating dissociation and ionise reaction
between these particles were solved by the Newton–Raphson
method. Fig. 1 shows an example of the equilibrium composi-
tion of SF gas at a pressure of 2 MPa and a temperature up to
30 000 K.
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Fig. 1. Equilibrium composition of SF plasma at a pressure of 2 MPa.

Using the results of gas composition, thermodynamic prop-
erties in high temperature SF gas with a mixture of the related
molecules, atoms, ions, and electrons were obtained.

1) Gas Constant : Gas constant is defined as (1) using
mass density

(1)

where mass density can be calculated as (2)

(2)

where is the mass of particle is the density of particle
, and is the number of specimens considered in the calcula-

tions.
2) Enthalpy : Enthalpy was obtained by (3)

(3)

where is the enthalpy of particle and can be obtained by (4)

(4)

where is Boltzmann’s constant, is an internal partition
function of particle . In the equation, is a standard en-
thalpy of formation, which is the reaction heat produced from
composition elements at a standard state of 0 K and 0.1 MPa.

3) Specific Heat Ratio : To obtain specific heat ratio , an
isopiestic specific heat is required

(5)

There is the following relationship between isopiestic specific
heat and specific heat ratio , which enables us to obtain
value :

(6)

The transport properties were calculated using formulas given
by Yos, based on first-Chapman–Enskog approximation [12].

4) Electrical Conductivity : Electrical conductivity was
calculated by (7) and (8)

(7)

(8)

where is the momentum transfer collision integral.
5) Thermal Conductivity : Thermal conductivity was

calculated by the following equations:

(9)

(10)

–
(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

where is the viscosity collision integral, is the
molecular mass of particles is the universal gas constant
( J/mol K), is the number of chemical reactions, and

is the stoichiometric coefficient in th chemical reaction of
particle . is the reaction heat per mol calculated by (15)

(15)

Figs. 2–6 show the calculation results for gas constant , en-
thalpy , specific heat ratio , electrical conductivity , and
thermal conductivity , respectively. Each figure contains the re-
sults for pressures 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, and 10.0 MPa. Some results
at 1 MPa were compared with the results by Chervy et al. [5]
in Table I. Our results approximately agree with values, which
confirm the validity of our calculations. The differences between
our result and Chervy’s one in the electrical and thermal con-
ductivities are considered to arise from differences in the order
of approximation of the Chapman–Enskog method. We used
the first-order approximation of the Chapman–Enskog method
while Chervy did the third order. This difference produces er-
rors in a high-temperature region in the present work. Another
reason can be the differences collision integrals adopted.

III. GAS-FLOW SIMULATION METHODS

The modified fluid-in-cell (FLIC) method developed for
GCBs was adopted for numerical simulations [1]. The modified
FLIC introduces nonconstructive grids in the FLIC, providing
a kind of differential method. In this work, we considered the
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Fig. 2. Gas constants R.

Fig. 3. Enthalpy h.

Fig. 4. Specific ratio  .

mass of ablations of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) from a
nozzle and copper from electrodes. Also, we improved the arc
model by calculating electrical conductivities and arc diame-
ters. Moreover, thermal transport properties of SF gas of high
pressures up to 10 MPa and high temperatures up to 30 000

Fig. 5. Electrical conductivity �.

Fig. 6. Thermal conductivity.

K in Chapter II were used in the simulations. The simulation
methods are represented in this chapter.

A. Fundamental Equations

Continuous equations and momentum equations for axis
and radius directions and energy conservation equations are
described as follows.

Continuous equations

(16)

(17)

(18)

Momentum equation for axis direction

(19)

Momentum equation for radius direction

(20)
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF OUR RESULTS AT 1.0 MPA WITH THE RESULTS BY CHERVY et al. [5]

Energy conservation equations

(21)

(22)

where is the energy per mass unit; is ablation energy of
PTFE per mass and time unit; is ablation energy of copper
per mass and time unit; is pressure; is the inputted thermal
energy of an arc per-unit volume; is the thermal radiation
from an arc; is the radius coordinate value; is temperature;
is time; is axial velocity; is radius velocity; is axial coordi-
nate; is specific heat ratio; is the thermal conductivity ratio;
and , and are densities of SF gas, PTFE, and copper,
respectively.

Equation (16) represents the mass balance of the mixture gas
of SF , PTFE, and copper. Similarly, (17) and (18) represent the
mass balances of PTFE and copper, respectively.

Thermodynamic and transport properties of SF gas up to
a pressure of 10 MPa and a temperature of 30 000 K, which
were obtained in Chapter 2, were adopted. The program had the
values in tables and derived corresponding values at each mesh.

B. Modeling of the Arcs

Arc energy for each mesh in arcing area is given by mul-
tiplying arc current and average arc voltage, which was specified
by referring to experimental measured values.

Considering an arc as a gray body, the thermal radiation of
the arc is given by (23)

(23)

where is the arc temperature, is the temperature of
surrounding area, is the surface area, is the radiation ratio,

is the Stephan–Boltzmann constant ( W/m
K ). corresponds to the temperature of the nozzle wall
surface because the arc burns within a nozzle.

Copper of electrodes and PTFE of the nozzle are vaporized
and sublimated by the arc, which reduces arc energy and cools
the arc. The cooling effect was also considered in our simula-
tions. Moreover, arc energy is sublimated by the dissociation
of PTFE. Table II shows values of ablation energies. The total
amounts of ablated materials were estimated from experimental
results.

TABLE II
ABLATION ENERGIES OF PTFE AND COPPER

Fig. 7. Grids for simulation (example for MMM).

C. Simulation Method of Moving Parts in GCBs

Fig. 7 shows an example of grids used for the simulation
by the modified FLIC, which introduces triangular grids. The
simulation was carried out for a large area in a dead-tank-type
GCB including tank walls. The chamber simulated was the Hy-
brid-Puffer™ type [13], [14]. In this type of chamber, the arcing
area and puffer chamber are connected through holes in the wall
of an operating rod with contacts in the closed position. At the
early period of the opening operation of the contacts, heat en-
ergy generated by arcs flows into the puffer chamber through
the hole. As the contacts open, the hole moves out the puffer
chamber and the hot gas from the arc area flows out to the free
gas area in the GCB.

In reality, a movable part, including a puffer cylinder, mov-
able arcing contacts, movable main contacts, and nozzles,
moves with the operating rod, and compresses the puffer
volume, which creates a gas flow during a current interruption.
In our conventional method, stationary contacts and puffer
pistons were moved because it was relatively easy to simulate
[stationary parts moving method (SMM)]. Although the real
operation is continuous, it is very hard to simulate. It is true that
some researchers have been trying and achieved excellent sim-
ulations by adopting high quality and complicated algorithms
[15]. However, attempting to develop engineering tools, which
require only reasonable time durations for the simulations,
we have used some mesh data for different positions between
close and open positions. As the simulation progresses, data
are transferred from the previous position to the next position.

Fig. 8 shows movements of configurations and the transfer
of data in SMM. New meshes were created at the front of a
stationary contact, and meshes in front of a puffer piston were
deleted.
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Fig. 8. Data transport in SMM.

Fig. 9. Data transport in MMM.

On the other hand, Fig. 9 shows a method in which an op-
erational rod, a movable arcing contact, a movable main con-
tact, and a nozzle move in the same way as real GCBs [movable
parts moving method (MMM)]. As shown by thick lines in the
figure, blocks with horizontal or vertical lines consist of parts to
be deleted or created and are built to be moved.

In the simulation, physical values of gas properties were ob-
tained by interpolating values of calculated results shown in
Chapter II.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Pressure in Puffer Chamber

Fig. 10 shows simulation results of pressure at a puffer
chamber with measured values. The measured values were ob-
tained using a pressure sensor, which was installed at the center
of the puffer piston in the radius direction. Fig. 10 also includes
a simulation result by a conventional simulation method, which
had used SMM and SF gas properties up to 1.62 MPa. SMM
with the new gas properties resulted in better values which did
not have too high a pressure rise of around 0.9 p.u. However,
SMM indicated higher values than the measured values. MMM
successfully agreed with the measured values.

Fig. 11(a) and (b) shows pressure distributions in the puffer
chamber at a stroke of 0.9 p.u. for SMM and MMM, respec-
tively. The distribution for SMM has partially high pressure
while MMM has a uniform distribution.

B. Gas Flow in Exhaust Cylinder

Another important purpose of the gas-flow simulation
in GCBs is to investigate dielectric characteristics between

Fig. 10. Pressure in puffer chamber.

Fig. 11. Pressure distribution in puffer chamber. (a) SMM. (b) MMM.
(Values on contours represent pressure in per unit.)

chambers and enclosing tanks. Our FLIC has simulated a hot
gas flow exhausting from the chamber toward the tank wall
[1], [2]. What we want to know from such simulations are
the dielectric strengths after current zero. Transient recovery
voltages (TRVs), which are higher than operating voltage in
the system, are applied to GCBs within several hundreds of
microseconds after current zero, then the operating voltage
(is applied) continuously. To evaluate dielectric strength, gas
density and temperature are significant parameters along with
electric field strength [16]–[18]. Fig. 12 compares gas density
at the top of an exhaust cylinder, which is a critical point for
dielectric performance [16], [17] in a GCB, simulated by SMM
and MMM. In these simulations, a high current arc of 50 Hz is
ignited at 0 ms on the time axis and extinguished at 20 ms.

Densities simulated by both SMM and MMM rise from a
basic level up to 13%. Then, the density of SMM starts to drop
at 19 ms and decreases to 75% of a basic level. On the other
hand, the density of MMM starts to drop 1 ms later than SMM
and decreases to 56%.
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Fig. 12. Density variation at the end of an exhaust cylinder.

V. INTERPRETATIONS

A. Pressure in Puffer Chamber

It is difficult to measure the state of the area between two
arcing contacts that strongly affect interruption performance.
Therefore, we would like to discuss puffer pressure, which can
be measured easily with high precision.

The effect of considering detailed SF gas properties can be
stated for a reduction of pressure around 0.9 p.u. of stroke as
shown in Fig. 10. The effect cannot be simply explained be-
cause the simulation treats nonlinear data with iterations to ob-
tain physical constants at each mesh. However, it can find that
the pressure in the puffer chamber decreased because pressures
at the arc area decreased due to a lower gas constant by consid-
ering gas properties at higher pressures.

Second, we discuss differences between SMM and MMM.
Adding to large differences around stroke 0.9 p.u., as stated
above, the different situation could be observed with a shorter
stroke. Fig. 13(a) and (b) are density distributions in the puffer
area of SMM and MMM, respectively. In Fig. 13(a) of SMM,
the density around the hole in the puffer is locally low. This is
because the hole stays at the same place in the puffer. On the
other hand, the density in Fig. 13(b) of MMM is relatively uni-
form. This is because the hole moves toward the opening di-
rection along the puffer, which prevents the hot gas flow from
staying in the same place. Therefore, these results would sug-
gest that MMM would be the better method to simulate the Hy-
brid-Puffer™ type chambers precisely.

B. Gas Flow in Exhaust Cylinder

The reason why densities rise around 17 ms in Fig. 12 is that
hot gas flowing in the exhaust cylinder pushes and compresses
the cold gas forward. This phenomenon has also measured ex-
perimentally in GCBs [19], which suggested that our simula-
tions gave the proper trends.

Differences of a delay in the density drop and density level
after the drop between SMM and MMM can be explained by
higher pressure in the puffer chamber of SMM. As shown in
Fig. 10, the pressure in the puffer chamber simulated by SMM
is higher than that of MMM, which might create a strong gas
flow toward the exhaust cylinder. Therefore, hot gas in SMM
reaches the top of the exhaust cylinder faster than that in MMM.
Moreover, the hot gas travelling in the exhaust cylinder moves

Fig. 13. Density distribution in puffer chamber. (a) SMM. (b) MMM.
[Values on contours represent density (kg/m )]

to form one large area, which is mixed with cool gas forward
and backward. When the gas is generated at a higher pressure,
as seen in SMM, the hot gas can mix with the cool gas very well.
Therefore, our SMM resulted in a higher density at the top of the
exhaust cylinder than MMM.

The facts stated in this section also suggest that MMM is a
better solution than SMM to simulate dielectric strength against
dead-tanks in the Hybrid-Puffer™ type chambers, and the re-
sults should be much closer to real phenomena.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the improved FLIC of CFD for the Hy-
brid-Puffer™ type GCB chamber on the following points.

a) Considering the thermodynamic and transport proper-
ties of SF gas: gas constant, enthalpy, ratio of specific
heat, electrical conductivity, and thermal conductivity
have been obtained by solving equations of dissociation
and ionization reactions for 23 kinds of particles which
include molecules, atoms, ions, and electrons. Particle
composition in SF gas of temperature 300–30 000 K was
obtained up to 10 MPa of pressure. The simulation results
by the FLIC taking into account these values gave lower
puffer pressures which agree with the measured values.

b) Simulating movement of movable parts: movable parts
were simulated as a moving part. The new method, MMM,
resulted in a lower pressure in the puffer chamber, which
agrees with the experimentally measured value ands is
much better than in the conventional SMM. The difference
on puffer pressure also resulted in a later drop of density at
the top of exhaust cylinder and a lower density in MMM,
which must be much closer to real phenomena. The dif-
ferences should be concerned when the Hybrid-Puffer™
type chamber are simulated precisely.

The simulation methods described in this paper were adapted
to develop new GCBs of 145 [20] and 245 kV [14] at TMT&D
Corporation.
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